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Introduction
As the march of digital innovation continues to pervade every strata of our lives what is the role
of a digital festival?
“Brighton Digital Festival is an opportunity to humanise digital culture, humanise the conversations
that many technologists have about smart cities. As William Gibson said “It’s got to be about people
not platforms, communities not coding.” Jon Pratty Brighton Digital Festival Chair
Digital technology presents transformative ways of doing things, shaping how we live and work,
the economy, science, society, education and infrastructure. But it also disrupts traditional
ways of doing things, demanding new and different skills and new forms of working and
organisation. Digital increasingly affects our lives through new artefacts, forms of interaction
and communication and environments. New perspectives on the technologies that can transform
and disrupt - 3D printing, The Cloud, the explosive growth of Internet-based services, advanced
robotics, automation of knowledge work, next-generation genomics The Internet of Things,
embedding sensors and actuators in machines and other physical objects to bring them into
the connected world – how do we respond to all of these and the issues and challenges they
present? These were explored by artists, thinkers, digital businesses and creative practitioners in
the 2015 Brighton Digital Festival, the month-long celebration of digital culture held September
1 – 27 across Brighton & Hove.
What differentiates Brighton Digital Festival (BDF) from other digital festivals is its strong
‘people focus’ and sense of cohesion of the creative intersection of arts, creative industries
and digital technologies. The Festival plays a key role in showcasing the entrepreneurial culture
that makes the city internationally recognised for the strength of its pioneering digital media
industries and reflects its heritage of socially-centred digital activity and ground-breaking
developments such as the first interactive museum project, My Brighton, in 2000. Now in its fifth
year BDF has become an important and celebrated annual event. As the festival matures and
develops its open access and part-curated programme this is resulting in greater diversification
in the range, scale and scope of events and the offer to audiences.
The Festival benefits from the factors identified in the Brighton Fuse research that are conducive
to the success of Brighton’s digital and creative industries sector cluster. Such factors include
the capability to attract talented creative entrepreneurs and investment; the synergy between
the knowledge economy, media education and the creative industries; industry-led development
of the postgraduate Digital Media Arts and Digital Media Production programmes at the
University of Brighton and the Centre for Material Digital Culture at the University of Sussex that
generate a supply of highly knowledgeable graduates; the global digital businesses located in
the city, such as Brandwatch. Epic Group plc; iCrossing UK; digital media business networks: the
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average digital firm in the area is growing by more than 14% a year.[1] The Fuse report highlights
that 48% of Brighton entrepreneurs are arts, design, and humanities graduates and that the
integration of these creative arts with science, technology, engineering and mathematical skills
enables businesses to pursue a powerful growth agenda. Much of Brighton’s success derives
from this combination of infrastructural conditions, making it the ideal context for a digital
festival.
Several themes consistently emerged across events in BDF 2015:
•

Digital technologies are leading to radical transformations of ways of working:
‘The word ’transformation’, like ‘strategy’, has become so overused that it has lost a lot of
its meaning. But transformation is still the only sane way to respond to the very real chal
lenges of an incumbent company being challenged by disruptors’ Antony Mayfield

•

The factors that are conducive to innovation and creativity and the constraints that pre
clude them in organisations

•

The shape of the digital future, fundamental changes in social organisation and real and
hopeful alternatives, including concepts such as basic income, the block-chain and placebased social innovation, promoting the role and use of art, engineering and direct
democracy.
‘Do you have to accept the future you’ve been given or can you create one of our own?
And, if you don’t have to accept the future you’ve been given, what do you do about it?
Future thinking is about thinking outwards towards multiple possible futures. We should
all be doing that collaboratively’ Nick Price, Founder, Of Things Immaterial

Brighton Digital Festival (BDF) 2015 developments:
Governance structure: in the 2014 Evaluation of Brighton Digital Festival we noted that the
Festival’s governance structure changed to a consortium model comprised of arts organisations
and digital businesses that more accurately reflects its aspirations and supports its sustainability.
Members include Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisations: (Fabrica, South East
Dance, Lighthouse and Brighton Dome); cultural partners: (Brighton Museum & Art Gallery,
Phoenix Gallery) and digital businesses: (Wired Sussex, Clearleft, Brandwatch, Pure360 FuguPR,
Brilliant Noise, The Skiff, The University of Brighton, Brighton Mini Maker Faire). The Festival’s
local media partner is The Brighton & Hove Independent. In 2015 BDF is changing its governance
to that of a Community Interest Company on the basis that it will increase BDF’s flexibility
and financial options and better reflects the egalitarian ethos of the Festival’s structure and
programing and the city’s digital and cultural organisations.
BDF also appointed its first chair, Jon Pratty, a creative director who helped establish the
1 http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/jan/12/brighton-leading-tech-startups
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Festival in 2011. Jon notes the importance of situating BDF within the creative, academic
education and arts sectors of the city. He particularly wants to build on the positive assets of the
city’s creative industries to ensure that the current limited cross-over between this sector and
ACE NPOs is addressed. He perceives a skills deficit in the arts sector in digital and how a closer
relationship between the cultural and creative industries will lead to mutual benefit.
A new sponsor, EDF Energy, invested in BDF
Curation and commissioning: BDF further consolidated the commissioning role initiated in 2014
through six Arts and Tech Commissions for artists, technologists and organisations, selected by
a panel of representatives from Lighthouse, Wired Sussex, Fabrica, against criteria that support
the development and exhibition of new and ambitious work exploring the fusion between arts
and technology.
8 Grassroots Fund awards of £500 provided seed funding for new initiatives using digital arts in
their conception.
5 Education Commissions were selected for the 2015 BDF with the intention of engaging
younger audiences with digital culture. TeKno Kids and Royal Institute Computer Science
Masterclasses formed the Internal Education Programme.
BDF continued its open programme model that enables it to showcase the wealth and diversity
of activity in the City on a substantial scale that would be otherwise unachievable.
This evaluation
The following sources of evidence were used to compile this evaluation:
•

Online survey promoted through BDF website & social channels

•

Interviews with attenders at a sample of BDF events

•

Interviews with artists and cultural organisations

•

Interviews with digital businesses and conference organisers

•

Briefings and feedback sessions with BDF staff and consortium members

We begin by defining BDF’s main achievements for 2015 against a set of KPIs that are
consistently used year-on-year to benchmark the Festival’s progress. We then look at how
BDF has impacted on audiences, creatives and artists, digital businesses and the education
programme. Finally we offer some suggestions and recommendations to inform future planning.
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Brighton Digital Festival 2015: key achievements
2015 saw significant growth for Brighton Digital Festival:
•

192 unique events in the Festival programme: 20% increase from 2014

•

115 independent BDF event organisers: a decrease from 131 in 2014

•

15 conferences attracting international and national businesses and delegates

•

160,000 total live audience: this represents a more than 300% increase from 2014*

•

90,000 visits to BDF website between August and October 2015

•

digitalbrighton – Twitter handle mentions, Tweets 1427, Retweets 2212 Total
Impressions 19,369,908

•

#BDF15 – hashtag usage: Tweets 2799, Retweets 3674, Total impressions 30,920,132

•

1,975 Facebook fans

•

9,148 Twitter followers

•

3,546,000 potential impressions of web and social media audiences

•

651 artists and digital practitioners involved in BDF event programme

•

1,146 technologists involved with with artists and/or digital practitioners

•

633 total performance days for artists, technologists, and digital practitioners

•

665 total new artworks, presentations, and performances created by individuals
involved in BDF event programme

•

90 venues hosted events: 73% increase from 2014

•

24 businesses involved in Open Studios: Wired Sussex coordinates 32 events in the
workspaces of member companies, 400 people signed up to attend events

•

85% of events collaborated with local businesses and/or cultural organisations

•

9 independently produced community-focused events were awarded grants of £500
through BDF’s Grassroots Fund initiative, to support the local communities
engagement with the festival and digital culture.

•

Arts Programme of commissioned work included:

o

Commissioning to Lighthouse Arts’ to produce Long Progress Bar, a conference of radical
imagination that brought an international community of technologists, thinkers, artists
and activists together for 2 days of talks, workshops, and connection.

o

2 Arts & Technology commissions curated by BDF, which included White Noise Boutique
by American artist Jeff Thompson, and Familiars by artist Wesley Goatley and
technological anthropologist Georgina Voss.

o

4 newfroms commissions curated by BDF, which supported emerging artists and
technologists to produce new work, including Finding Fanon by Larry Achiampong and
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David Blandy, How To Live Forever by Leila Johnston, Mood Vendor by James Shreeve,
and The Waiting Wall by Alan Donohoe and Steven Parker.
•

Digital Education Programme of commissioned work included:

o

5 independently produced events for school aged children and lifelong learners, including
Let’s Create Together, People Places Digital Mutations, Blockbuilders: Redesign
Brighton
Seafront, Toy Hack Digital Metropolis, and SPARK:Brighton Conference.
2 internally programmed events, including TeKno Kids a 1-day conference on digital
culture produced with young people for young people, and Ri Masterclasses in Creative
Computing, a collaboration with the Royal Institute to get 30 year 9 students from across
the region engaged with digital culture.

•

977 participants got involved in Digital Education Programme activity.

•

41 independently organised digital education and outreach projects were also part of
the wider BDF programme.

•

New sponsors investment in the Festival included EDF Energy and Guevara

•

A new governance format: Brighton Digital Festival has been setup as a Community
Interest Company (CIC), so it may independently operate and continue to provide the
region with quality engagement with digital culture.
* This steep increase to audience numbers was influenced by the impact of The Waiting
Wall, a 2015 newforms commission, which had an online presence and a public installation
at Brighton railway station, attracting an audience of 125,000
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Brighton Digital Festival: values and aims
BDF aims to stimulate the following through its approach:
Unlocking synergy between the cultural, creative and digital sectors
The Festival is a stimulus for a dynamic flow and exchange between the digital
community and cultural and creative sectors to explore the creative possibilities of digital
technologies; and to alert them to new ways of working.
A showcase for talent
BDF will showcase Brighton’s creative talent and innovation within a national and
international context, juxtaposing industry-focused programmes with high quality arts
and education events.
Tackling issues and opening up dialogue
Conferences and discussions with influencers and leading thinkers will provoke
interdisciplinary dialogue that explores the questions, opportunities and potential
for social change and innovation that digital opens up and to exchange knowledge, ideas
and challenges.
New opportunities for creativity
BDF commissions will support new collaborations that blur the boundaries between the
arts and the digital sector
Champion innovation:
Facilitate connections between the arts sector and the digital business sector that will
stimulate innovation and sustainability in both sectors and expand the digital community.
Harness the potential of digital creativity in education and skills development
• To provide an education programme that brings together young people, teachers and
families with artists and technologists to investigate the fusion of arts and technology
and to build relationships between education providers and local digital and arts
organisations.
• To extend opportunities to the digital and creative industries to develop professional
capacity and networking.
• To offer hands-on training and employment pathways, information and skill-sharing
across the cultural and digital sectors.
Expose a wider audience to new digital experiences
To create opportunities for audiences to experience the multi-faceted aspects of digital –
through exhibitions, performances, conferences, meet-ups, pop-up exhibits and site-specific
installations, workshops and outdoor events across Brighton & Hove and to ensure that the value
and strengths of these sectors is both recognised and shared.
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The audience for Brighton Digital Festival
160,000 total live audience
90,000 visits to BDF website
1,975 Facebook fans
9,148 Twitter followers
3,546,000 potential impressions of web & social media audiences for combined independent
BDF organisers’ events
31% of attenders in 2015 were first time attenders
A dedicated, committed audience is developing for the Festival: 91% of attenders surveyed
had attended BDF in 2014 and 23% of respondents have been regular attenders across the 5
years of its existence
In 2015 BDF featured a programme of 192 events, a 20% increase on BDF 2014. The scope and
diversity of these events ensured it attracted varied audiences. 115 organisations responded
to the opportunity to host and create events and this creates significant advantage for BDF
in increasing its capacity to deliver content and experiences to audiences that are thought provoking and stimulating. Examples indicating the variety of BDF audiences include:
•

International and national speakers and participants came to Brighton & Hove for BDF’s
15 conferences

•

3,000 adults (children not counted) attended Brighton Mini Maker Faire, the family
friendly festival of making, creativity and invention held at Brighton Dome Corn
Exchange, showcasing 100 projects from 200 makers. This remains the largest ‘Mini’
Maker Faire in the country. Running concurrently, workshops from Buzz Technology and
Exploring Senses meant over 6,000 visits to the Dome and Corn Exchange in one day

•

Family events: BDF 2015 programme included more events for families such as TeKno
Kids, Plug In Media Open Studios for kids, Remix the Museum, and People Places Digital
Mutations.

•

125,000 people at Brighton Station saw The Waiting Wall, a BDF commission from
creative technologists Alan Donohoe and Steven Parker. The project received more than
10,000 individual submissions on the artwork’s website

•

400 people signed up for events at Open studios

•

new focus on digital technology and access included funding for projects such as
SafeShare and SPARK:Brighton Conference

It is also important in increasing public recognition of the city’s strengths as a centre for digital
innovation and its contribution to Brighton & Hove’s success as a place to live and work
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Audiences: comparing years for Brighton Digital Festival
2012

2013

2014

2015

Change*

Nº of Audience – Live

25,050

40,931

47,708

160,000

+ 235%

Nº of Audience – BDF Website**

n/a

39,126

33,604

90,000

+ 168%

Nº of Facebook Likes

402

990

1,522

1,975

+ 29%

Nº of Twitter Followers

2,971

5,013

7,470

9,148

+ 22%

*change from previous year

The Waiting Wall seen at Brighton Train Station during BDF had by far the highest audience
numbers at 120,000 people. Commissioning work with such significant audience reach, due to
online & public installation, has been a great success for the festival to engage new audience
demographics, and raise both the national and international profile for the festival. Key media
covererage resulting from The Waiting Wall included features in media such as The Guardian,
Daily Mail, Huffington Post, The Telegraph, Mashable, and other outlets with wide international
readership.
Figures for visits to BDF’s website, Facebook and twitter engagement all show an increase and
this demonstrates rising engagement from audiences for BDF events.
Audience response to the programme of events
‘More people, more ideas, more prestige, we’re a city with an actually freaking digital festival, how
exciting is that?’
Overall audience feedback is very positive. Audiences were asked to rate BDF 2015 in the
following areas and results are summarised below:
V.Good

Good

Ok

Poor

V.Poor

Range of events on offer

50%

44.7

4.2

0%

2.4%

Quality of events attended

69%

21%

7%

3%

0%

Visibility and profile

32%

29%

25%

11%

3%

Artistic quality

59%

31%

3.5%

3.5%

3%

•

94.7% felt the range of events on offer was good or very good.

•

90% also felt the quality of events they had attended was good or very good.

•

61% of people felt the visibility and profile of BDF was good or very good, but just over
a third said visibility and profile was ‘OK’ or poor. The visibility and profile of BDF citywide is an area identified in previous years as requiring further understanding and
investment in resources and it is examined elsewhere in the report.

•

90% said the artistic quality of work they had seen was good or very good
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BDF is developing a loyal annual audience as its reputation grows in the city and beyond.
Two thirds of audiences had attended BDF in previous years – 90% in 2014, 50% in 2013, 32% in
2012 and almost a quarter (23%) in 2011.
Number of events attended
The range and variety of events at BDF is considerable and audiences are very varied for the
different categories. Conferences attract a national and international audience, professional
development opportunities are offered for young adults wishing to work in the digital sector
and children’s events bring families from the local area keen to try something new and discover
something different. Core supporters attend a considerable number of events:
•

6% came to more than 10 events

•

13% of people attended 6 – 10 events

•

16% of people came to 4 or 5 events

•

38% of people attended 2 or 3 events

•

27% of people came to just one event

The Festival includes over 141 free events and 28 low cost events (under £25) - so price is not a
determining factor in the number of events people chose to attend.
Motivations for audiences to attend events
Audiences chose events to attend for a variety of reasons.
•

67% came due to professional interest

•

42% wanted to see a specific artist/speaker/performer/show

•

58% said they were taking a chance on something new or different

•

18% had been to a similar event previously

•

42% attended as the event had been recommended to them

Audiences are interested and engaged in the content, subjects and presentation of events and
enjoy the opportunity of being offered a new kind of experience.
Professional interest: for 67% (up from 57% in 2014) this is the main reason for selecting which
events to attend. BDF has many events targeted at creative and digital professionals as well as
cultural events by innovative performers. Almost all respondents (88%) said that they work in
the digital industries, creative industries or cultural sector. The remaining 12% were studying or
unemployed.
‘As a city where there is a thriving digital media industry it’s a great opportunity for people working
in the sector to get-together without necessarily talking about work.’
Events which have a professional development dimension include the workshops and the Open
Studios, and are referred to later in this report.
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A specific artist, speaker or performer was the motivation for 42% of attenders (up from
36% in 2014) and audiences commented on a chance to have a good time experimenting with new
technologies or experiencing unique events
42% of attenders (more than double from 19% in 2014) came to an event on the
recommendation of a friend – this is always a problematic response in surveys as the source
cannot be identified. However the almost universal use of social media on a daily basis may be
a key reason why recommendation has increased alongside the need for artists and performers
to promote their own events at an open access festival such as BDF where there is only limited
festival marketing and limited resources for traditional marketing campaigns.
New experiences for audiences
A key performance indicator for BDF is to offer audiences a new experience. In 2014, 92% of BFD
attenders said the event they had attended ‘offered them a new experience’ This figure has
fallen to 65% in 2015 marking the broader reach and offer of digital events throughout the year
in the city and beyond. People have a clearer idea of what to expect and come along to enjoy,
appreciate and have fun at the event rather than seeing it as a new experience.
Age and gender of audience
The festival wwwappeals to a broad age range including families and young people
•

21% were under 18 years of age

•

9% were 18 – 24 years of age

•

25% were 25 – 34

•

30% were 35 – 44

•

9% were 45 – 54

•

6% were over 55

The lower number of attenders in the 18 – 24 age range may be because neither of the two
universities is open for undergraduates during September. It is encouraging to see 1 in 5
attenders are under 18 and this reflects positively on work done within the education sector
to programme events such as TeKno Kids conference, the Ri Masterclasses, Toy Hack Digital
Metropolis, and BlockBuilders’ Redesign Brighton Seafront.
The gender balance of audiences was 47% male and 47% female (6% prefer not to say).
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Where BDF audiences come from.
We have included a comparative of audience locations with 2014 survey results:
Location

2014

2015

BN1

22%

48%

BN2

17%

21%

BN3

30%

7%

Other Sussex ie: Lewes Eastbourne

16%

17%

London

5%

3%

Other parts of UK

9%

3%

Haywards Heath, Worthing

The BDF audience is still predominantly local with Brighton & Hove city postcodes accounting for
76% of respondents:
Organisers of conferences held as part of BDF report that many of their delegates came from
London, elsewhere in the UK and from international destinations. (The breakdown of the
demographics of delegates is not represented in this audience analysis).

What audiences say about Brighton Digital Festival

“A place for us to meet, learn, reflect and
create”
“The democratic nature of it- it operates
like a fringe group - democratic and
low cost. Everyone has a chance to put
on an event. Non-judgmental and good
organisers. Digital but human.”
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Impacts on digital businesses and creative industries
‘If there’s one thing unique to Brighton, it’s this fusion between creative arts and tech. A huge
proportion of the businesses started here have founders with a background in arts and humanities
– they represent nearly 50% of digital businesses. New ideas, no matter how crazy, are encouraged
in Brighton and this supports a willingness to take risks here, which I believe is one of our strongest
assets. Our creative talent is unafraid of launching tech businesses, and the result is a unique type
of business that has no problems standing out from its rivals across the country.’ Phil Jones, Wired
Sussex[2]
Wired Sussex coordinates 32 events in the workspaces of member businesses, with 400
people signed up to attend
24 digital businesses involved in Open Studios
Digital businesses involved in BDF say that they benefit from their association with the
Festival and that it raises their profile
Professional development events enhance digital skills; provide opportunities to share
experience and access best and new practice.
Brighton is one of the UK’s most vibrant digital business clusters, with a distinctive focus on
creative digital and gaming. The city has the highest number of start-ups per capita outside of
London . This focus on innovation and synergy or ’fusion’ between sectors has driven sector
growth and has led to major investment. This is exemplified in projects such as the Digital
Catapult Centre’s the Internet of Place, led by University of Brighton and Wired Sussex that will
deliver a range of projects that encourage innovation and value from real-time and locationbased data. An important aspect of BDF is to showcase the city’s leading and emergent digital
businesses.
Wired Sussex, now with 2,700 members, invited members to participate in BDF’s Open Studio
events. Businesses taking part range from major companies to small shared workspaces.
Businesses interviewed said their involvement in BDF raises the profile of their company and
supports the digital community through its unique interaction of digital, creative and cultural
businesses and blurring of boundaries.

2 http://www.techcityinsider.net/brighton-greets-new-wave-of-creative-tech/
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Digital businesses run Open Studio events in BDF for reasons that include;
•

the opportunity to recruit new staff, to give prospective staff an opportunity to gain
insight and a behind-the scenes look at the city’s innovative digital companies and what
it’s like to work in a digital business in Brighton

•

show- and-tell sessions: meeting and networking with peers from other local businesses
reinforces a sense of belonging to a digital cluster; inviting national companies to
promote their profile and raise awareness about their work

•

access to a platform to demonstrate their work to a wider audience to demystify what
these companies do and to get feedback through testing new products

•

to benefit by associating with the BDF

Companies and events as part of the 2015 Open Studios included: show-and tell sessions on new
products, games and apps.
Supporting the digital sector through opportunities for professional skills development
Opportunities for professional development within BDF are very varied and aim to highlight
how cutting edge ideas are essential to the more mainstream development of digital industries.
The Long Progress Bar, a ticketed sold out event co-commissed by BDF with Lighthouse was
described by one participant as ‘experimental, interestingly chaotic and presented a lot of freeform thoughts, interesting classes and different perspectives.’ Sector skills development was
featured at events including brand-building workshops; digital marketing and web ad design, an
introduction to Cloud accountancy and Word Press Clinics.
Jess Biggs, of Jollywise Media, specialises in creating digital engagement experiences across
the full range of digital channels for client’s brands: Taking part in Brighton Digital Festival
is important to her company because, ‘As an integral British Digital hub, it’s important that we
involve ourselves in events that extend and increase the profile of our area. It’s good for business
and good for Brighton. The Festival inspired us to create an event that reached out to the audience
we develop most of our content for. It was good for our team to meet our audience first hand.
Hosting our own event and seeing the joy from the kids who attended was great. We now can’t wait
for the next one’.
Brilliant Noise is a Brighton-based strategic digital agency working in brand, content, customer
experience and culture change. Founding partner and chief executive Antony Mayfield thinks
that the strength of BDF is the cross-pollination it makes between different sectors – arts,
education and business, in contrast to some digital festivals that are focused solely on the digital
sphere of skills, industry and commerce .As a result people benefit from each other’s acumen:
they go to events that expose them to new ideas and different things. Colleagues are excited by
events such as The Long Progress Bar, Dots and Improving Reality and travel to Brighton to take
part.
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Brandwatch is a social data analytics company. Started in Brighton the company now has offices
in 6 cities worldwide and over 300 employees. A market leader in its field, Brandwatch builds
software solutions that help marketers capture, analyse and share insights from social media to
better prove the value of marketing in social.
Design Director Katja Garrood, Brandwatch
Our company, Brandwatch - now a multinational - first sprouted from the tech seedbed that is
Brighton. We have benefitted from the unusual personality of the town; its preponderance to
attract the creative, the adventurous and the forward thinking. We’ve built a company on these
people. So it is to our advantage, and the advantage of other similar upcoming enterprises, to
help maintain, nurture and protect this special environment we have here.
Supporting Brighton Digital Festival is one of the most obvious ways we can do this.
The festival acts as a frame, contextualising what we do day to day from the perspective of the
local community. September is the month when all the digital companies, the artists, freelancers
and students, come out to show off and share something with their local peers. This opportunity
to shift focus from the usual drives of the individual/organisation to the community can be a very
healthy exercise. There is also the social aspect of it too of course. To improve our bonds with
other individuals and organisations, to hang out, share a drink, and appreciate other perspectives
on the future.
A successful festival is not necessarily the one with the big smash; it’s the one with lots and lots
of little hits. It is the sum of the parts showcasing collectively the diversity and imagination which
leaves those experiencing the festival with a sense of completeness. While it’s nice to have
flagship events to draw attention and also useful for promotional purposes, judging the festival
just on its big moments is counter-productive. Brighton is the exemplar of this strand of the UK’s
digital culture, so it is important it is based here.
In 2015 BDF placed increased emphasis on digital and disability, and inspiring stories were
shared. At the Dots Conference Stuart Turner, Founder of Robots and Cake! talked about the
transformational power of robotics in helping him to address disability. In 2004 he began losing
function in his arms and legs due to cervical spina bifida. He has developed a voice operated
system, using Dragon Dictate for Mac, Keystrokes, Tracker Pro Alfred and tinkered with the
MindRDR app, enabling him to take pictures using Google Glass, the Neurosky MindWave Mobile
Headset and the power of his brain. He’s also building an accessible smart-home, jointly funded
with the NHS.
SafeShare, funded by a £500 Grassroots award, comprised a launch event and three drop-in
workshops to offer people who are excluded from digital opportunities a chance to increase
their digital skills. Brighton Unemployed Centre Family Project Digital Inclusion and IT Project
worker Mike Cowling said the project had been fantastic. “The 15 people who used the drop-in
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sessions all increased their digital skills, some came for more than one session, some just for a couple
of hours.  Safeshare was promoted via BDF and BUCFP websites, via flyers and via word of mouth.
Many who attended were older, female and felt unconfident and excluded from social media.
Participation helped them feel empowered, a sense of achievement”.
The success of the project demonstrated an ongoing need and BUCFP now offers regular weekly
drop-in classes utilising software set up for the Safeshare project.
Fugu PR and totallyradio presented a day of music, conversation and sound art at Patterns. 372
people listened in on the day and a further 200 (and rising) listened to the audio on the site.
Such collaborative and cutting edge events symbolise the open access ethos and can-do, fresh
approach of Brighton Digital Festival.
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Impacts on artists and cultural organisations
‘Digital art is driven, almost by definition, by novelty. So its form is ephemeral, often
difficult to properly perceive without the perspective of hindsight. This touches on the
value of the Festival in bringing this stuff out into the light. While there is evidently still a
lot going on with big data and maker culture right now, if pushed to pick one aspect to
watch in 2016, I’d say VR/telepresence. Combined with what’s happening in the
marketplace with cheap VR at the moment, and the beginnings of a trickle into the art
scene (e.g. this year’s ‘The Cube’), I foresee out-of-body experiences becoming the next
area of fevered exploration. Until the next thing, anyway’. Matt Pearson, Brandwatch
Creative Coder
BDF events explored how digital technologies are influencing and shaping new possibilities
for artists by transforming the means in which art is created and communicated and how
audiences interact with arts. Social media is providing tools that enable the creation, sharing and
dissemination of user-generated content and global access to a platform for conversation and
debate. BDF 2015 showcased how artists and technologists are responding to the possibilities
offered by digital technologies through supporting the creation of new content through six arts
commissions for 2016. An open call for submissions attracted international artists to the city.
The city’s cultural organisations collaborated to award the commissions.
The criteria for the selection of these commissions was ‘to put digital technologies to work as a
way of creating experiences’ (Laurence Hill) and to select works that were not a demonstration
of technology but worked on a human level that people could respond to and mediated the
world through the technology, that had wit and provided audiences with thought-provoking
experiences that framed questions about where digital technology is leading society in
interesting ways. The call for submissions received 86 proposals of a high standard, including
international submissions.
The objective of the commissions was to enable artists and creative technologists to make
ambitious interdisciplinary work that explores the intersection of arts, technology and society.
Laurence Hill was appointed as Arts Advisor to support the six commissions:[4]

4 This section on the six BDF commissions is informed by Laurence Hill’s full report for BDF
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Photograph by Oleg Pulemjotov

White Noise Boutique
16 Brighton Square - pop-up gallery shop 165 visitors.
Number of visitors to www.whitenoiseboutique.com 1 July - 4 October 2015 – 4,947
In-kind support from Fabrica Gallery and Wesley Goatley & Georgina Voss.
New York artist Jeff Thompson created a pop-up shop selling white noise. Visitors selected
from random “seeds” (dice, bingo balls, entropy in a computer’s operating system) and number
generators (vacuum tubes, mathematical systems, and high-end cryptographic algorithms).
The resulting noise was tested for randomness before visitors received their unique sequence
of random digits as a digital audio file and a vinyl record. Jeff lives in New York and had seen
an open call for commissions. Laurence had found the pop-up space for the project and Jeff,
as an artist based in the US, valued the support the festival team had provided during the
development and delivery of his project.
“This is a big project and I got a really good feeling from what the festival is doing. For
me the international thing was really exciting – to present it to a different audience that I
don’t often get to share my work with.
I learned a lot. You don’t learn this stuff in school, there’s no way to teach it anyway, so
you sort of learn it by doing and each time I do a project like this I feel like my practice is
getting stronger and it’s really, really helpful.” Jeff Thompson
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Photograph by Wesley Goatley

Familiars
Lighthouse Arts Gallery, 733 visitors.
In-kind support from Phoenix Gallery and Northbrook College
The collaboration between technology anthropologist Georgina Voss and critical sound artist
Wesley Goatley, expanded on their individual explorations of technology, culture and society,
and shared interest in socio-technical systems. Familiars responded to our dependence on the
large-scale infrastructures that enable goods to be hauled around the world. Data broadcast
by freight ships, planes, and trains, was mapped into a physical space, enabling audiences to
experience the vast movement of these logistical systems around them. Immersed in real-time
visual projections of cargo vessels, while listening to their data-mapped sounds, the audience
experienced the dynamics of a logistics system that is invisible and of which we have little
control or awareness and only notice when its malfunctions affect our lives.
Wesley and Georgina hosted Unfamiliar Matter, talks and films about the politics, power,
visibility and familiarity of infrastructures and systems.
“We come from very different backgrounds in terms of our practice previous and this is the
first time we’ve collaborated in a major way on a project. The arts and tech commission –
which seemed to have an aim of wanting to bring together the two sides of those creative
industries – was a very, very good fit for us.” Wesley Goatley
“This is the first project on this scale [that I’ve been involved with] that has come out through
such a prominent festival as this. The learning that has come both through the project itself,
and seeing what that means has been utterly invaluable for me” Georgina Voss.
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The Waiting Wall

Photograph by Alan Donahue

Brighton Station - 120,000 visitors
Number of visitors to online resources:
www.thewaitingwall.com: 65,000 sessions - 47,300 Users - 256,500 page views
www.twitter.com/thewaitingwall: 141,666 tweet impressions, 21,947 profile visits
Musician and technologist Alan Donohoe and designer and technologist Steven Parker created
The Waiting Wall as a digital version of Jerusalem’s Wailing Wall. It displayed over 10,000
anonymous messages on the central advertising screen in Brighton station - messages posted
by people waiting at the station or attracted to The Waiting Wall’s website. This project was
in response to a concept originally raised by Alain de Botton of the need for a contemporary
interpretation of a space to “anonymously broadcast our inner woes… The wall would offer a basic
yet infinitely comforting public acknowledgement that … none of us are alone in the extent of our
troubles.”
“We’re constantly being told that we’ve got to be happy all the time. We all have faults,
make terrible mistakes and are haunted by things like lost love and personal failure.
Acknowledging that you have problems worth sharing is still a big taboo in our society. It
just struck me as the perfect place for it. There’s a strange feeling attached to waiting
somewhere so busy yet, in such a transient place.” Alan Donohoe
“I think I’ve learned most about selling yourself and promoting your project and getting
yourself out there, through social media. We applied a lot of the techniques that tech startups would use to get it out there as widely as possible and invited a whole load of bloggers to
our launch event.” Steven Parker
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Mood Vendor: The Contentment Adjustment Terminal
16 Brighton Square
Mood Vendor amalgamated end-of-the-pier Victorian ‘Zoltan’ fortune-telling machines, advances
in humanoid robots from Japan, and online virtual healthcare advisors. In the alternate reality
installation audiences visited a futuristic clinic to undergo “treatment” to make them happier,
developed by a shadowy community of thinkers.
“I’m an autistic artist,” says Shreeve, “and Mood Vendor came out of a joke I had with my
friends, when we were discussing utopia. I said, “In a perfect world, people like me would
live far away, and we’d work on greater things.”
This premise snowballed into the concept behind this immersive, unsettling artwork.
“I’m excited and terrified at the same time.” He feels the experience has developed his practice
and the positive feedback he received from audiences who enjoyed the experience he created
has given him increased self-esteem and credibility as an artist

Finding Fanon 2
In-kind support from Fabrica Gallery
Offline visitors: 64 at gallery screening
Online Visitors: 1,202 on web video
Artists Larry Achiampong and David Blandy explored identity through the virtual world of
‘Grand Theft Auto Five’. The Finding Fanon series responds to the lost plays of Frantz Fanon,
(1925-1961) a politically radical humanist who dealt with the social and cultural consequences of
decolonisation. Finding Fanon Two juxtaposed art-house cinema with digital culture’s Machinima,
to explore the post-colonial condition from inside a simulated environment – the Grand Theft
Auto 5 in-game video editor. This video work combines several stories, including how the artists’
familial histories relate to colonial history, an examination of how their relationship is formed
through the virtual space and thoughts on the implications of the post-human condition.
“The creation of the work was a very interesting process, which I think will lead to a whole
new body of work, which I hadn’t anticipated. I thought it was going to be a one-off
experiment, but it was so successful and opened so many aesthetic avenues, and also
avenues of thought that I feel the need to do more.” David Blandy
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How to Live Forever

Photograph by Leila Johnson

Lighthouse Arts Gallery: 100 visitors booked over 2 days
Number of visitors to online resources: 1,200+
In-kind support – project time and tech for the piece from Saul Cozens
Leila Johnston, founder of Hack Circus created a darkly comic and unsettling multimedia
confrontation bringing together science, imagination and bracing satire in an intensely
personal experience. One participant at a time entered the Rejuvenation Tent, was assessed,
and experienced a bespoke treatment courtesy of M.O.R.T.Y Life Extension Technologies, The
work reflected internet discussions about life extension, ‘brain uploading’ and the slowing
of processes we previously considered inevitable, the rituals and prophets of science and
technology, our deepest fears, exploitative billionaires, desperate hopes, and philosophical
conundrums.
“This was my first major solo show. I had put things on in Brighton as part of my
Lighthouse residency and wanted to get involved with BDF. The experience has been very
influential in terms of my work: I have a much better sense of my practice now, and my
direction as a creative and things I would and would not attempt in future. A platform
for my work is also very important. Creating a humorous, playful intervention in a very
serious art space was very important for the tricksterish direction of my work. I loved
seeing people who had been given the ‘puppet challenge’ popping the wizard puppet out
of the tent and proclaiming things into the room. I think the most exciting thing in digital
art is noticing its use as a tool, stepping away from the fetishising of the modern hobby
tech.” Leila Johnston
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The creators of BDF 2015 Arts and Technology commissions valued the experience for the
following reasons:
•

the opportunity to collaborate across different disciplines and to bring together
different sides of creative industries to explore the interface of art and technology

•

to strengthen their practices by taking on the challenges of working on a larger scale

•

the welcome, support and advice given them by the BDF team that enabled them to
create and present the work

•

the creative process of experimentation through producing the commission is opening
up new aesthetic avenues and avenues of thought

•

the opportunity to present work to different audiences and to have thought-provoking
conversations with other artists and audience members that broadened their ideas

•

to work outside the traditional gallery space in different environments

•

professional development through expanding skills in use of social media, promoting
work. production scheduling.

BDF Grassroots Fund Awards
Grassroots Awards are for independently produced community-focused events. Organisers apply
for grants of £500 to support the local community’ engagement with the festival and digital
culture.
•

Safeshare: Brighton Unemployed Centre Families Project organised a series of drop-in
workshops to allow marginalised people in Brighton to develop their digital skills
techniques.

•

Digi-Fears Part 1: The rule of Robots! Lorenza Ippolito, CiCi Blumstein, Anna Dumitriu
and Alex May discussed the implications of clever algorithms and ever smarter robots.

•

CodeBar Brighton: A digital scavenger hunt across Brighton. RFID chips directed
participants to a variety of locations to unlock coding challenges created by CodeBar
students.

•

Smash: Origins: A screening of the seminal documentary The Smash Brothers, exhibition
matches between the internationally ranked top players in the country, and a Q&A
session.

•

Slash Fiction: focusing on same-sex romantic and sexual relationships between fictional
characters from mainstream TV, film and comics, Slash Fiction is the biggest online
community of erotic material by and for women in the world.

•

Once Upon a Tweet: young writers aged between 9 and 11 created a collaborative story
with an illustrator and volunteer mentors, which was then tweeted.

•

Pop up Arcade (2) open arcade games, talks and workshops by games creators and
designers, Games included: Rain World, Push Me Pull You, HACKER & Simulator Game.

•

Digi-Fears Part 2: Help! Evil Digital Forces Are Trying To Control My Messy Body!?
Artists Lorenza Ippolito, CiCi Blumstein & guests explored gaming, binary thinking, the
digitization of nature, the body.
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•

Weighted Companions: game jam run by Brighton Queer & Feminist Gamers, to nurture
the creative expression and ideas of those who identify as female or LGBTQ.

Several of the Grassroots commissions were awarded to organisations working with
disadvantaged or underrepresented genders and identities in the city.
Several of the city’s cultural organisations are involved in producing and presenting content for
BDF, including Phoenix, Fabrica, Brighton & Hove Museums, and The Old Market.
Lighthouse as the Arts Council England’s strategic lead for digital culture in the South East and
one of the original champions of Brighton Digital Festival contributes high quality programmes
of digital art and culture that celebrate and connect Brighton’s vibrant arts community with
its thriving digital creative industries. Taking part in the Festival and being part of the BDF
consortium makes the organisation feel part of a community.
”The key events are gaining a following and it’s now an important platform to debate
current issues. The mix of events is extraordinary. On one day I saw Short Circuit, a
showcase on presentations, panel and new artworks and screenings by Deaf and disabled
artists and the dConstruct conference with visionary guest speakers discussing Designing
The Future.” Miriam Randall Lighthouse
Analogue meets digital: Remix the Museum at Brighton Museum
Brighton Youth Film Festival animator Dave Packer of Sheep Films and a team of seven young
people made a visual remix of the Booth Museum’s collections in Remix the Museum. They
animated the bones, birds, fossils and butterflies which live at the Booth Museum to create a
display with a difference by mashing and mixing their interpretations of the museum’s eclectic
collections of objects to reveal their secret stories from across time and place. Across the two
day workshop participants learned how to photograph and use software to animate the objects
they chose. These were then projected in Brighton Museum as part of Brighton Digital Festival.
‘Remix the Museum gave young people the opportunity to learn how to animate an otherwise
static space and to mix analogue and digital to frame new stories. They responded with incredible
imagination and created amazing stories. For Brighton Museum this was an opportunity to engage
a young audience who move at such a quick pace and to involve them in something that was fun,
quirky and creative.’ Jody East, Creative Programme Curator at Brighton Museum & Art Gallery.
Brighton Museum values taking part in the Digital Festival as it is a city-wide initiative and allows
them to access audiences who may not come into the Museum. For future years they want to
expand the range of partners and push forward new ideas on using digital to interpret their
collections.
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The Old Market’s BDF programme for 2015 was supported by ACE and created work as well as
presenting it. The programme included: commissioning a new site specific projection by digitalmapping experts Shared Space & Light, Talking Posts, an outdoor installation outside TOM’s
historic building, augmenting reality as street lamps showed fantastical tales of darkness and
deep-rooted chills told by digital incarnations of professional storytellers. TOM also presented
Sensacional, an innovative immersive digital show for early years by Catalan company, Imaginart;
developing a new performance using Oculus Rift VR Technology with Circa69, The Cube and a
pioneering new show exploring vision, created by two exceptional VJ artists.
TOM also presented a lecture in collaboration with Federation Square, Melbourne on immersive,
transmedia storytelling and the theme of story-telling was developed in Story Hack (see below),
a symposium for Games Industry Professionals and theatre makers to question the role of nonlinear narrative in modern storytelling, to learn from one another’s industry and build new
creative partnerships. It was the largest arts programme within the festival.
“I went to the see the ghost lantern thing outside the Old Market. I thought it was original, the
acting was fantastic and it was interesting and atmospheric.”
STORY HACK: Learning from each other
The Old Market brought together creative people from different industries to explore new
ways of telling stories and to see what happened when writers, games designers and theatremakers were asked to tackle a storytelling project together. Could theatre be enhanced by tools
from the digital sector? How would a games designer’s approach to storytelling differ from a
transmedia artist’s? Was there any reason for these different industries to work together? As a
result participants learned much about each other’s ways of working and priorities but overall
that collaborating with people from outside your field of experience is an enriching experience
and it was often the ideas unique to particular fields that proved most interesting for further
investigation, as well as the realisation of the significant differences between audiences - for
example ,the private, domestic experience of gaming compared with the public, communal
experience of seeing a performance.
‘As an exercise, Story Hack highlighted what we don’t know as much as what we do, and what
obstacles we will need to overcome to forge rewarding connections. There is obvious potential to
build productive relationships, learn from each other and together make the creative landscape
more interesting. We have begun a conversation that we intend to continue… so watch this space’
James Turnbull, Development Manager, TOM
Laurence Hill offered a salient observation about the dynamics between arts, digital and
creative industries: “The cultural and creative industries don’t talk the same language: commercial
organisations don’t understand the financial constraints that cultural organisations struggle with
and the cultural organisations feel that the creative industries are making lots of money – and this
tension and lack of understanding causes connectivity to be lost.”
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BDF Education programme

Photograph by Roberta Matis

321 active participants involved in commissioned digital education programmes
5 digital education commissions awarded by BDF for the education programme
2 internally curated programme activities
41 independently organised digital education and outreach projects as part of BDF programme
‘Our wish for the Brighton Digital Festival Education strand is to involve and engage more
young people, schools, colleges and lifelong learners from all communities within
Brighton and the surrounding areas. The explosion in digital making is being well
represented by a range of events during the festival and we want to ensure these
opportunities are available to the widest audience.’ Donna Comerford BDF Education
Coordinator
A central strand of BDF is the curated programme of arts and education activity coordinated
by the Festival’s Education Coordinator. The aim of the education programme is to widen the
reach of the Festival in order to encourage young and adult learners to engage with new ideas
in contemporary digital culture and to open up new possibilities and to inform and educate
through fun and inspiring events.
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The programme has strategic importance in a much wider context for the following reasons:
•

It alerts young people to the types of career opportunities offered by digital and creative
industries and what skills are needed in order to fill the rapidly increasing digital skills
gap. Wired Sussex ran an event on finding work in the digital, media and tech sector with
advice about what employers expect; this reflects a broader concern with the digital skills
gap:
‘There’s a huge digital skills gap in our current economy. The unemployment rate is at a
staggering 35.9% for 16 to 17 year olds followed by 18% for 18 to 24 year olds. Although
young people are excellent navigators of the web, one of the biggest challenges this
generation must collectively overcome is developing high-tech skills for commercial
use. Most young people are very experienced with using digital products but are often
lost in understanding what’s behind the technologies’ interface. If this potential is
unlocked, young Britons could be filling a £6.7 billion gap in digital economic
opportunity.’ [5]

•

It encourages them to think more positively about the shape of their future through
bringing them into contact with positive adult role models who open their eyes to new
possibilities. Many young people from disadvantaged areas of the city have limited
exposure to such role models and little idea of the kinds of businesses that operate in
their home town.
‘From the omnipresence and influence of social media to the addition of coding to the
school curriculum, it’s clear that digital skills are no longer just nice to have on your
CV. Digital is increasingly becoming the bread and butter of everything we do; it’s how
we communicate, how we consume our news, how we shop and how we entertain
ourselves…… As the first generation to have grown up with the internet, they possess
the native digital talent that others simply don’t. This is an asset that can’t be overstated,
and young people should be doing everything they can to develop and showcase these
skills to employers and businesses.’[6]

•

It provides a diverse range of activities for young people to make things with technology,
from programming entirely on a computer to designing and 3D printing physical objects.
NESTA reported recently that there is currently a lack of skills in making with technology
in the UK, emphasising digital making as distinct from simply using digital devices, and as
the best way of understanding how technology works.[7] BDF education activities include
learning opportunities through access to digital technologies including, 3D printing,
digital music tools, animation software , games development and design software, idea
generation and start-up culture place-making and video and film making. Other

5 https://freeformers.com/digital-skills-gap-young-people-tech/
6 Young people need to hone their digital skills for futureproof careers | Guardian Careers | The Guardian theguardian.com
7 NESTA Young Digital Makers Surveying attitudes and opportunities for digital creativity across the UK Report Summary
Oliver Quinlan March 2015
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opportunities for digital -making for young people children included Jollywise’s event to
create a game in three hours
•

It builds new relationships between the education sector and the digital and cultural
sectors, with more schools and colleges, participating and hosting events. It gave
teachers more opportunity to reflect on how digital is impacting on education. In 2015
BDF partnered with the Royal Institution and Brighton & Hove High School to present a
series RI Computer Science Masterclasses. 25 students from Brighton & Hove High
School, King’s, Battle Abbey and Hove Park School worked with industry leading
professionals and academics such as Jacqueline Currie, Aeronautical Engineer and
Founder of Curiosity Hub and Calum Chase, philosophical science fiction writer on
artificial intelligence who shared their ideas and experience in practical interactive
workshops to learn hands-on-programming, and discussions about future digital
opportunities.

•

It provides a platform for young people to showcase their work: this aspect of the
education programme of young people participating and presenting their work and
hearing more of what their peer group is doing with technology is growing, through
conferences such as TeKno Kids.

BDF Education Commissions
The BDF Education Commissions reflect the ethos of the education programme’s aims to share
ideas, open horizons and develop practical digital skills. the criteria for awarding the Education
Commissions is to support projects that celebrate digital arts and culture, and that would engage
a diverse public audience and inspire young people with a sense of possibilities
“Donna Commerford supported all of the events we provided during the festival online
and in person. She is a massive supporter of what we do and understands the true impact
of what we achieve in terms of educational outreach arts, crafts and digital technologies
for children, young people and adults.” Exploring Senses team
•

SPARK:Brighton was a one day conference that showcased the innovative ways
technology can be taught to the next generation of maker and to find new ways to teach
new skills within traditional education bringing together teachers, entrepreneurs,
employers and young people. The Creators of the Future workshops for young people,
addressed issues such as inspiring a new generation of inventors; closing the gap
between employers and educators; working in an enterprise culture and creating
‘gender neutral’ industry cultures and balancing nature and technology. The event also
featured opportunities to use 3D printing, making robots out of play dough and Lego.
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‘I believe people attend our event with more of an open mind and willingness to
experiment – and we need that mindset – because they buy in to the values of the festival
that encourage that attitude and behaviour’ Guy Pattinson, Spark
•

Toy Hack Digital Metropolis: artist Alex May and Exploring Senses worked with young
people to design and construct a cardboard cityscape bringing it to life with video
mapped projections using May’s accessible software Painting with Light, and populating
it with ‘toy hack citizens’. The event was curated and hosted by Phoenix. It built on a
previous 2014 commission and Exploring Senses’ David Allistone explained ‘the first
commission was really important as it offered an opportunity for free participatory activities
that we can now offer year round’.

•

Let’s Create Together is a day of hands-on workshops where children aged 7 brought
along a parent, grandparent or other adult caregiver to introduce them to their world of
technology. It was important in providing an intergenerational experience.

•

People Place Digital Mutations exhibition at Jubilee library showcased the history of
the collaboration between artists and technologist from Exploring Senses, BlockBuilders,
Nomadic Sound System and participants of BDF participatory workshops. In the project
2015 children designed cardboard costumes that then became 3D avatars which they
used in Minecraft games, leading to a much more personalised experience for
participants.

•

Blockbuilders: Redesign Brighton Seafront, enabled children to be as creative as
possible and build something great using Minecraft
“We love being a part of BDF, it always brings together interesting people and allows us
to discuss what we do with large audiences” Megan Leckie Blockbuilders
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Dialogue and debate: BDF conferences
Several major international conferences form a significant strand of the BDF programme and
running through these conferences was the theme of the impacts of changes wrought by the
increasing pace of the digital society on people and organisations. Culture24’s Let’s Get Real:
What’s the Story explored the impacts of digital on work patterns and how people communicate.
Dots:
In this second year of its conference, Brilliant Noise’s Dots explored what happens when ideas
are connected in new and unexpected ways. Inspirational prophets and speakers from leading
digital businesses, charities, scientists, entrepreneurs, fashion, marketing consultancies shared
stories about transformation and future possibilities in their work through new business
models and ways of doing business, Speakers such as Sam Conniff, co-founder of Livity, a youth
marketing agency working with young people to co-create socially innovative campaigns,
communications, content and communities, for a range of clients from Barclays to Google to
Tesco to ChildLine, outlined how things need to change: ‘Things slip and things slide. Some of
the practices we have lead to social inequality. There is a direct line between this scenario and
slipping business practices. Businesses need clear identity values culture and a clear vision. Purpose
and innovation are the two most powerful ideas. Not profit. Social enterprise is the future of all
enterprise’.
Dots also benefited from an external curator, Neil Perkin, founder of digital consultancy
Only Dead Fish, the co-creator of Twitter curation app Fraggl and the curator of the Google
Firestarters series of events.
‘The curation was brilliant - a great mix of different angles around creativity and joining the dots. I
walked away with my mind buzzing with ideas, strategies and a bunch of inspiring people to hunt
down later on twitter’. Gabrielle Grant, Design Visualise
Dots attracted 150 attenders, a mix of clients, peers and prospects.
‘BDF has been an inspiration from its start. Unlike some digital festivals that are focused on skills,
industry and commerce in the digital sphere ,BDF connects people from different sectors to inspire
creativity and to educate contributing to building the credibility of Brighton as a destination for
creatives. For Brilliant Noise it’s a great opportunity to connect: being part of BDF enhances our
reputation’ Antony Mayfield CEO Brilliant Noise
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Speakers at Dots described how they are achieving transformation in their work and life through
connecting ideas in new and unexpected ways. dConstruct 2015 celebrated its 10th year with
the theme of “Designing the Future”, exploring how the digital industry is conceiving things
that won’t launch until well into the future: visionary speakers included Brian David Johnson,
futurologist at Intel, who looks 10 to 15 years into the future and uses field studies, technology
research, trend data, and even science fiction to predict how humans will interact with
technology in the future. The value of the conferences lies in bringing together many disciplines
and influencers as a catalyst for creative thinking.

Photograph by Katariina Javinen
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BDF Organisation and management
Governance and the new consortium model
In the 2014 evaluation we noted how BDF’s governance structure changed to a consortium
model that brought together stakeholders from Brighton cultural organisations and digital
businesses. The aim was to extend the Festival’s reach and secure a greater level of commitment,
participation and ownership. Cultural members are Arts Council England National Portfolio
Organisations: Fabrica, Lighthouse, South East Dance, Brighton Dome, and Major Partner
Museum Brighton Museum & Art Gallery and Phoenix Gallery. Digital businesses are: Wired
Sussex, Clearleft, Brandwatch, BHCC, FuguPR, and Brilliant Noise.
BDF is now moving toward changing its organisational structure to that of a Community Interest
Company (CIC), which was set up as an official company in September 2015. The advantages are
that this model is more appropriate to BDF’s ethos as a community and grassroots organisation
and also this format allows more flexibility and independence in negotiating finance and
sponsorship.

Trends in BDF growth
Festival Growth
2012

2013

2014

2015

Change*

No. of Events

104

174

160

192

+20%

No. of Organisers

75

104

131

115

-12%

No. of Venues

41

67

52

90

+73%

Funding and sponsorship
Brighton Digital Festival was supported this year for the first time by EDF Energy: the company
saw BDF as the opportunity to work with the local digital community. Regular and long-term
sponsors Brandwatch, Brilliant Noise, Fugu and Guevara maintained their relationship with BDF
and Brighton & Hove Independent was the media partner.
Communications
Brand recognition: 78% of attenders knew the event they were attending was part of Brighton
Digital Festival, 22% did not. This is down from 92% in 2014 and although still a strong rating for
the festival brand and audience awareness it does raise questions.
Are new attenders interested in the event but not recognising the BDF brand?
Is BDF reaching out positively to new audiences without enforcing the brand effectively?
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Does the increase in awareness via social media channels and websites of the artists involved
reduce awareness of the whole festival and encourage attendance on an event by event basis?
How did people hear about the events? Multiple answers were asked for to identify how people
used more than one source of information when researching events. A comparative for 2014 is
included.
2014

2015

Brighton Digital Festival website

53%

36%

Brighton Digital Festival printed guide

19%

22%

Poster or other marketing information

14%

11%

Social Media

44%

38%

Press coverage - local

17%

8%

Press coverage - national

0%

8%

Artist or organisation’s website

19%

17%

Word of mouth

47%

56%

Other

14%

11%

56% cite word of mouth as the most popular way to hear about events followed by social media
(38%) and the BDF website (£6%). Comparative figures from 2014 show BDF website use and
social media has decreased whilst word of mouth has increased.
The printed guide was used by just over 1 in 5 people while just under 1 in 5 consulted the
website of the artist or organisation involved in the event. National Press coverage had a higher
reach than last year whereas local press mentions have fallen.
Summary of press and media coverage. Results: editorial/PR Results
Total articles published: 157
Total reach: 856.4 million +
Summary
•

21 national newspaper/online/broadcast results (total national reach: 832m+), including:
- The Observer Tech Monthly (print)
- The Daily Mail (online)
- The Independent (online)
- The Mirror (online)
- The Guardian (online)

•

84 regional articles (total 24.4 million reach)

•

4 regional TV stories

•

12 regional radio stories

Media Partnership Results
•

28 articles in Brighton & Hove Independent (1m print and online reach)
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Impacts on Brighton & Hove
“Brighton Digital Festival brings the knowledge and affirmation that we are a digital and
creative hub outside of London”
Connecting the digital community
“I think any digital event that takes place outside of the M25 is great. The digital industry
is a sum of its regional parts… we all go to London to get the work, but we are connected
to where we are based.” Jess Biggs, Jollywise Media
Making connections between the digital, creative and tech sectors in Brighton was reiterated by
Katja Garrood, of Brandwatch, one of the city’s largest and most successful digital businesses
with a global client base.
“Brighton, both the place and the community, is very important to us. We can grow and grow
as a company, but we can never change our roots. So, in the same way that we represent
Brighton, to some extent Brighton represents us too. This is why, to companies like ours, it
is in our best interests to ensure this pioneering aspect of the town remains at the forefront,
and is there for the world to see”
Brighton & Hove as a destination for digital
Brighton Digital Festival is seen as making a positive impact on the profile and reputation of the
city and becoming an established part of the city’s cultural life.
Conferences of all sizes such as Dots, dConstruct and The Long Progress Bar bring both national
and international delegates to the city.
The opportunity for learning in all its forms is valued by festival participants who are keen to
extend their knowledge. Learning has been a key theme of BDF 2015 with a wide range of
opportunities across different sectors of the community.
Organisations involved comment on the networking opportunities BDF brings “as a city where
there is a thriving digital media industry it’s a great opportunity for people working in the sector to
get-together without necessarily talking about work”
Artists and innovators say the festival brings “a real sense of community for developers, creators,
artists and anyone wants to have a good time experimenting with new technologies or experiencing
unique event”.
Brighton & Hove is seen as a place of skills and innovation but also of creativity and fun.
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Wired Sussex has played an important role in the development of the Brighton cluster of
CDIT industries over the past decade, by providing businesses with strategic support around
promotion, employee recruitment, and funding and investment. BDF now has the maturity,
reputation and confidence to move forward with a new company structure and fresh approach.
It is a fantastic and varied festival that enables all to participate throughout the month
both as organisers and visitors
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Where next for BDF? Successes and aspects to build on
Interviewees and survey respondents were asked to consider the future shape of BDF and
were asked to suggest anything that BDF might do differently for the next Festival. We have
summarised their responses by theme as below:
Creating value through synergy between sectors
Creating more synergy between the cultural, arts and humanities and creative industries will
result in mutual benefit, especially at a time of scarce public resources. ‘The fusion of arts,
humanities and technology knowledge and skills is producing high-growth, superfused businesses
that are leading the growth of the creative economy. However, there is a constraint on the
development of interdisciplinary talent... Interdisciplinary skills are key to the continued growth
of the creative digital economy…. The growth of the Brighton CDIT cluster, like most clusters, was
driven by the continuous innovation, exploitation of existing technologies, and the presence of a
vibrant artistic and creative community, rather than the commercialisation of new-to-the-world
technology in new firms.’ [8]
The CDIT sector in Brighton is substantially larger than the cultural sector, with an estimated
value of £750m and is experiencing growth at 20-22% pa. In contrast, the city’s cultural sector is
valued at £25m and is shrinking. Creating more cohesion between the two sectors will further
support strands of development in place-making, education and ‘remind the creative industries
that some cultural organisations are digital disadvantaged and that working with them will give
more meaning to society.’ Jon Pratty.
Pride of place
We noted in the section on impacts on the CDIT sector how many companies value being in
Brighton and feel it’s important to take part in BDF. Audience members’ responses mirrored this
sense of pride of place created through BDF:
‘What an incredibly city this is! The BDF captures, amplifies, stirs up and shares a huge
part of that. Proud to be Brightonian, even more so now.’
‘A timely event in the right location with local, national, and international reach of real
depth.’
‘I have seen quite a few shows this year and found the experience inspiring and
rewarding.’
Stay fresh and move forward ‘Brighton really needs to up its game’
BDF is at the stage of needing to consider the direction of its strategic growth and the options
for change in terms of duration, format and brand in order to create a sustainable infrastructure
and drive coherent artistic progress that nurtures curatorial talent.

8 http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/documents/projects-programmes-and-initiatives/the-brighton-fuse-evidence-briefing/
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BDF further needs to understand and refine its positioning in order to differentiate it from other
digital festivals, such as Bristol’s Playable City; Frequency Festival in Lincoln; Future Everything in
Manchester; and Furtherfield, London. This will enable it to negotiate funding and partnerships
and to increase its strategic impact. This is reflected in discussions with interviewees who
referred to the need for the BDF programme to stay fresh. Whilst several feel that it is good
that BDF is different every year and welcome the intermingling of activities; the diverse range
i.e. theatre & digital, others suggested that one option to achieve this is to have a new or guest
curator for each year to shape the programme content and direction to stay competitive:
“BDF needs to take care that it doesn’t get stuck in a rut. It could consider bringing in a
guest curator each year, as does Brighton Festival. This would bring in new ideas and
different perspectives that would give each Festival a different vibe. It could develop this
idea with other European partners and attract significant curators”.  
“More and more soul, less tech/geek”.
“More original commissioned works, focussing on making people happier not just tech for
tech sakes or as a level for neo-liberal consumption”.
“More quality art commissions of that kind”.
“Stuff around diversity & disability”.
Some audience members would like to see the programme more evenly distributed across the
Festival weeks:
“Everything seemed to happen in the first week and then it passed by quickly. Other
events were still happening of course, but it may just make it easier to go to more”.
“BDF clashes with London Design Festival and both events are aimed at the same people.
The Design Festival is very interactive with many symposia but people involved in the
Digital Festival couldn’t go. BDF needs more events at which the latest ideas and issues
can be debated in public forums”.
“BDF would benefit from having one central venue at which Brighton could showcase its
digital sector like the Kinetica Art Fair. It needs a great deal more investment so that
things like this can happen”.
“The value of BDF is taking digital into other areas and not looking at it in isolation and
this does bring in a diverse audience”.
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Increasing the depth of audience engagement
Phil Jones, Wired Sussex, noted that in the early years of the festival, the emphasis had been
on quantitative metrics and the volume of events and audience levels: the challenge now
is to continue to enhance the quality of commissions and events in order to create quality
experiences for BDF audiences. This is also reflected in audience responses:
“More human and creative less digital. Immersive, participatory experiences that focus on
wellbeing”.
“Less condescending format. At the events I attended there was no effort to find out
who was in the room or what their interests were. From the attendees list I saw
afterwards there were some interesting people in the audience who could have had a lot
to share”.
“More participation!“
“Although there are more events for kids they already get a lot of this at school - but it’s
the interest of adults that needs to be nurtured, for example in the Maker Faire”.
With such an extensive programme of events some audience members suggested that
promotion of specific events and types of events to a wider audience; a map of venues would
be helpful online and in print, and a bookmarking system on the website to save the events of
interest.
Deepening the engagement of young people
Many consultees referred to the need to increase the level of activities aimed at engaging
young people. Suggestions to achieve this included: more outreach projects in local schools and
colleges across the year; increasing links with mainstream schools in order to make teachers
more aware of the opportunities it offers, although some noted that schools have problems
engaging at the time of BDF in September, and the Festival does not take place in university
term time. A further option suggested was to involve Exploring Senses on a year round basis in
order to drive awareness and engagement
‘More young people should know about it! (Announce it in schools - lots of people would
want to come).’
In a city that offers so many and varied digital opportunities BDF can further develop its role in
increasing the awareness of Brighton & Hove’s young people of the opportunities opened up
by digital, and especially could look to increase its engagement with socially excluded young
people.
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Increase the visibility of BDF across the city and beyond
Budget resources and the open access model of BDF make creating a high profile for the festival
a real challenge. Event organisers could be encouraged to do more showing they are involved
with the festival in all communications they produce and a review of resources available to them
may be helpful before 2016. Links with the venues most closely involved with BDF (Lighthouse,
The Old Market, Brighton Dome) should be explored to find ways to promote the festival from
the venue perspective and this could help build visibility and audiences.
‘The visibility was very low and it felt like the Festival is for ‘those in the know’ or the
digital community and you had to look for publicity. More people would come if they
knew what was on but the brochure descriptions are too brief. The Festival needs to
do more to lead audiences in: talk up the highlights and give them more guidance on
what the events actually are as sometimes the rhetoric can be a bit baffling.’
Several interviewees felt that the Festival should be more visible in the outer reaches of the city,
possibly through working with ambassadors in the areas and disadvantaged communities in the
city where levels of engagement are low. They suggest that a further way to achieve this would
be ‘Year round participatory activities - to ramp it up’.
The consortium model and new governance structure
The new governance structure of the BDF Consortium is proving a viable way forward for the
Festival and this move may be strengthened as BDF transitions to an independent community
interest company. BDF consortium members position the Festival alongside a small group of
international digital festivals and see its differentiating factor as the focus on national and
international events that celebrate digital culture and creating conversations about how we live
in a digital society and consume culture.
‘The BDF consortium is, frankly, a glorious oddity. It’s a disparate mash of Brighton’s
cultural success - the art galleries and museums sharing a table with the wealth creators
and innovators, and finding common ground. It’s a great thing to be a part of. The
direction it goes from here needs to remain open, a core value, but that doesn’t mean
that we are not encouraging some form and structure, especially with the ambiguity
around arts funding promises - we may need to adapt to survive. Each year we are seeing
more participants, the strengthening of relationships with schools, organisations and
companies. A very positive reputation is building up and it is affirming to the city, and
all involved to be so fundamental to the festivals’ growth, and the future shape it takes.’
Katja Garrood, Brandwatch
Reviewing the strategic direction of BDF should include identifying new opportunities: ‘We
shouldn’t rule out ideas like twin-town hook ups, touring events around the rest of the country and
international collaboration. It’s something we are talking about in the consortium.’
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A Learning Festival
Many survey respondents talked about the opportunities to learn that BDF presented and these
were widely welcomed, not just for young people but for digital professionals at all stages of
their career.
“Good networking and learning”
“I believe people attend our event with more of an open mind and willingness to
experiment – and we need that mindset – because they buy in to the values of the festival
that encourage that attitude and behaviour”.
‘I would say that it feels like BDF could and should have a bigger tangible impact. For
example, bringing likeminded organisers together on the topic of education in the city or
using its influence and reach to make sure there are relevant people from its
network there or perhaps play a role in amplifying outputs.’ Guy Pattison, Long Run
Works. SPARK:Brighton
Unlike many art forms, digital art can be immersive and offer hands-on involvement for
audiences. Audiences have a range of expertise and experience and can engage in and
participate with the work on many different levels.
BDF’s Open Access programme: strengths and challenges
BDF’s current programming format can lead to a lack of a cohesive offer for audiences of the
Festival as a whole.
‘Anything that improves the openness of civic decision making – and there’s a huge
opportunity through connectivity and technology to use art to connect people to local
(and global) issues as a first step. Not sure what the Festival does to reflect this as it
seems open to everything and anything. ‘
It can be difficult to differentiate the curated commissions from the open access programme and
to maintain quality across such a wide range of different events run by independent organisers
as part of a single Festival. Many interviewees feel BDF would benefit from stronger leadership
and artistic identity and presence. BDF has great potential as a showcase for enterprise, a
testbed for innovation and disruptive new ideas and an opportunity to engage new audiences
- but in order to do it this will need to further develop the curated programme content and
strengthen Festival cohesion through more effective cross-strand programming and timetabling.
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‘Perhaps a tighter focus. A theme. More emphasis on longer term quality outcomes
rather than just short term footfall. it feels like there’s disproportionate value put
on metrics like quantity of people engaged rather than looking at (and helping to
improve) the quality of the engagement. Support for young people and disadvantaged
groups. More responsibility for supporting and educating hosts on curating their own
events.’
BDF management resources
There are operational challenges that need to be addressed: the Festival is growing and
the size of the team required to support this growth and to deliver the Festival is in need
of reassessment. It is hoped that the new CIC format will enable BDF to confront issues of
resourcing the management of the Festival.
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Appendix 1:
Summary of success factors and key performance indicators
Success factor

Metrics

Qualitative and quantitative
indicators

Connectivity: BDF has

• Number of

% of Organisers see benefits

created a stronger, larger

organisations involved

of their collective effort

network of organisers

• programme partnerships

leading to success

with other arts/cultural

% of Partners understand

organisations, venues,

the role of their individual

festivals

contributions

• New relationships resulting
from BDF
Quality of experience: BDF

• Total number of audiences

% of audience who are

is reaching a wide range of

• % level of growth against

positive about their BDF

audiences and participants: it

2013

experience

is accessible, inclusive and a

• % of first time audiences for % of audiences who feel more

good experience.

BDF

confident about engaging

• Number of accessible (eg:

with digital culture: social

free or low-cost) events

capital

available for audiences

BDF is developing new ways

• Varied audience

to engage audiences in digital

demographic

culture

• Range of audiences:
artists, hackers, makers,
professionals, business etc
Context: BDF creates an

Number of events, exhibitions Number of events, exhibitions

environment and context in

and online platforms

and online platforms

which artists can create and

presented during BDF

presented during BDF

present work

% of artists and practitioners
who think participation in
BDF provided them with
opportunities

Collaborations: new

Number of

Impact on project partners

BDF collaborations and

• new commissions

of the experience of the

commissions enable crossover • new works presented
of best practice between

• presentations /

cultural industries and the

performances of these

digital sector

collaboration
Critical response to new
collaborations/commissions
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Success factor

Metrics

Qualitative and quantitative
indicators

Innovation at national and

Number of international

Impacts of international and

international scale is brought

/ national events and

national artists/businesses

into Brighton through BDF

businesses coming to Brighton working with BDF
for the festival

Critical mass: BDF’s open

Number of

BDF is an important entry

source model as a community- • artists/creatives/digital

point for grassroots

led digital festival achieves

practitioners involved

artists: response to new

critical mass, empowering

• artists who have not

opportunities brokered by

artists through a new platform previously engaged with the

BDF

arts

BDF is strengthening the city’s

• businesses involved

cultural community

• range and scale of

Artists have developed their

organisations

practice and confidence

Value for money and

Financial performance

Enterprise growth

Increased investment

Level of new investment and
funding
Cost benefits

BDF is blurring boundaries

Number of cross- boundary

Bringing culture and

between the commercial

projects and collaborations

commerce together opens up

sector and the cultural

new possibilities

industries
Creative opportunities:

Number of participants

Impacts on

BDF education and outreach

involved in education and

• teachers’ professional

programme is creating new

outreach programmes

development

opportunities for digital

• young people

engagement

• aspirations and skills
• innovation in education

Getting the message out

Volume of press and media

positive critical responses in

opportunities to view

media

Online impacts and metrics in

positive response on social

social media online services

media by audiences, and the

(e.g. website hits, social media wider community
levels of engagement)

driving critical debate

Number of e-newsletter
subscribers
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Success factor

Metrics

Qualitative and quantitative
indicators

City profile: BDF is a

% of audience /partners etc.

Goodwill of stakeholder/peer/

recognised date in the city

who believe BDF is important

partner response to work with

cultural calendar

to Brighton’s digital future

BDF in future

% who want to see the

National and international and

Festival continue

awards received

Audiences loyalty to BDF as %
of repeat attenders
Consolidating Brighton’s

Press and media mentions of

BDF stimulates new critical

reputation as a digital leader

Brighton as digital player

perspectives and debate, and

Festival attenders coming in

provokes innovation

to the city specially for the

Differentiating Brighton from

festival

other cities in the digital
landscape
Level of influence: maximising
the potential of the creative
economy
Opening up new markets
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